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Multicomponent (TiZrHfVNb)N Nanostructure Coatings
Fabrication, High Hardness and Wear Resistance
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First results in the eld of synthesis and research of the multicomponent (TiZrHfVNb)N nanostructured
coatings are presented in the paper. Inuence of processes of spinodal segregation and mass-transfer on single-layered or multilayered crystal boundary (second phase) forming were explored. Superhard nanostructured coatings were investigated before and after annealing at the temperature 600 ◦C using unique methods (slow positron
beam, proton microbeam particle induced X-ray emission-µ, Rutherford backscattering-analysis, scanning electron
microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray diraction analysis was performed using DRON-4
and nanoindentor). Diraction spectra were taken point-by-point, with a scanning step 2Θ = 0.05 to 0.1◦ . We
detected that positron trapping by defects was observed on the nanograins boundaries and interfaces (vacancies
and nanopores which are the part of triple and larger grain's boundary junction). The 3D distribution maps of
elements obtained by the proton microbeam (particle induced X-ray emission-µ) together with the results obtained
by slow positron microbeam gave us comprehensive information about physical basis of the processes, connected
with diusion and spinodal segregation in superhard coatings.
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1. Introduction

β -stable

for Ti. In this combination both Nb and V

(regulators for the fcc lattice), and high-melting elements
One of the most important tendencies of modern science is constructing new materials, in particular, creation of multicomponent nanocomposite coatings with
the grain characteristic dimensions between 2 and 50 nm.
Nanocomposite coatings are the new generation of materials

[13].

They

consist

at

least

of

two

with nanocrystal and/or amorphous structure.
small (≤

10

phases
Due to

nm) grain size and more important role

of surrounding boundary zones nanocomposite materials act dierently and show absolutely dierent properties in comparison with common materials (with the
grain size

≥ 100

nm) [3, 4].

Therefore, creation and

study of new nanocomposite (nanostructure) (TiZrHf
VNb)N coatings using vacuum-arc deposition is a topical problem.

Hf, Z, Ti due to high similarity to nitrogen [5] provide
an opportunity to form a nitride phase, based on a high-entropy single-component alloy.
Positron annihilation (feasible interval of defects analysis is in the range from

10−6 to 10−3 defects per atom) is

one of the most eective, sensitive and reliable methods
of studying unconned spaces in nanocrystal materials,
including compaction ones. Part of positrons can be captured in the boundary of two neighbouring nanograins or
in the junction of three neighbouring nanocrystallities.
It gives an opportunity to solve one of the most complicated and interesting problems of understanding interface
regions structure (including electron one), because interface regions length or volume denes basic properties of
nanocomposite coatings.

It is well known that Hf, Zr and Ti form continuous
2. Results and discussion

hard solutions with each other and have fcc crystal lattice at room temperature and bcc crystal lattice at higher
temperatures.
solid solutions.

Nb and V form a continuous series of
At the same time, Hf, Zr, Nb and V

The results of the Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) (Fig. 1a,b) and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) analysis (see Table) indicate that
the certain stoichiometry formed in the obtained coatings, strongly depends on the bias potential, which is
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applied to substrate. In other words, at the expense of
bias potential increasing energy of ion-plasma ux also
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TABLE
Parameters of the TiZrHfVNb coating deposition,
crystallites sizes and hardness for dierent samples series.
El.  element, C  concentration [at.%], P  nitrogen
pressure in the chamber [Pa], D  crystallites average
size [nm], H  hardness [GPa].
No.

Fig. 1. Results of the RBS analysis spectra for the
samples #504 (a) and #508 (b).

Fig. 2. Dependences of the S -parameter of the annihilation peak of the Doppler shift, which is measured
through the thickness of the coating (TiZrHfVNb)N
in the samples #504 (a) and #508 (b) after deposition
and after annealing at 600 ◦C (50 mbar).
increases, which leads to much higher radiation component. It is well known that in order to form a two-phase
nanostructure coating, it is necessary and convenient to
increase velocity of atomic diusion on the grains bound-

◦

aries, and to keep high temperature (up to 600 C) from
the moment of deposition till the end of spinodal segregation process.
Experimental works show that positrons are located
in the regions with lower electron density (i.e. on the
vacancy defects  divacancies, conglomerate of vacancies of dierent types, complexes, made of vacancy and
two or three interstitial atoms [6, 7]).

As follows from

the experimental works, nanostructure materials, which
were formed using compaction, seem to be a good bae
for positrons, which annihilate with two or three components of positron lifetime

τ2 , τ3 ,

it is connected with the

positron annihilation on the grains boundary i.e. quasi-amorphous phase in our case. In Fig. 2a,b it is well seen
that defect proles (S -parameter) signicantly dier in
the case of dierent deposition conditions i.e. (V [V] 
potential on the substrate and

P

El.
C
P
D
H
V
Ti
44
Zr
30
Hf
14
#504
12

−200
5 × 10−3
V
5
Nb
5
N
2
Ti 14.85
Zr 13.89
Hf 37.45
#505
−150
7 × 10−4 5085 5055
V 5.61
Nb 15.37
N 12.83
Ti
57
Zr
18
Hf
13
#508
15

−100
8 × 10−4
V
5
Nb
5
N
2
Ti 23.04
Zr 13.18
Hf 33.34
#509
−200
6 × 10−4 4850 4550
V 4.42
Nb 14.12
N 11.9
Ti 18.46
Zr 13.47
Hf 33.71
#510
58
−200
3 × 10−4 5557
V 5.64
Nb 15
N 13.72
Ti
50
Zr
23
Hf
15
#511

−50
8 × 10−4 1722
V
5
Nb
5
N
2
Elementary composition was obtained using RBS-method (samples #504, #508, #511) and using EDS
JEOL-7000F method (samples #505, #509, #510).

[Pa]  nitrogen pres-

sure in the chamber), for example have a look at the
samples series #504 and #508.

At the same time, an-

S -parameter

dependence in the initial state (after depo-

nealing in the vacuum chamber using rather high residual

sition), one can see that there are no positron-sensitive

S -parameter

defects through the thickness of the coating, that is why

atmospheric pressure, leads to much higher
changing through the coating thickness.
ples series #504

0.52 ÷ 0.51

For the sam-

S -parameter changes from 0.58 ÷ 0.56 to

after annealing, and only when the positron

energy reaches the value

S -parameter

12.5 ÷ 15

keV, increase of

up to value of 0.53 can be observed.

For

the samples series #508 (Fig. 2b), after the analysis of

S -parameter

is minimal and equals 0.49.

◦

ing to the temperature 600 C

After anneal-

S -parameter

signicantly

grows to a value of 0.53 in the near-surface regions, and
with the depth increasing,

S -parameter

also increases

and approaches the maximal possible value 0.59. In this
case the positron energy changes from 14 to 17 keV.
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It is well known that

S -parameter depends on the con-

while crystallite sizes increase. That is why decrease of

centration of vacancy defects and on their type [2, 6, 7].

S -parameter

In a strong-structured coating sample #504 with high

plained by annealing of chilled thermal or interface va-

level of compression strain (8 GPa) and deformation

cancies. Nanohardness measurements (see Table) shows

strain equals 2.59%, we found high resistance to oxide for-

that the largest hardness

−3

intensity (sample series #504) can be ex-

H = 58

GPa (according to the

−200 V). It is connected

modern classication the term superhardness [1, 3] can

with low oxygen diusion deep into the coating and with

be used) is formed in the coating, when the bias potential

high degree of lling of octahedral interstitial with nitro-

during deposition is

mation after annealing (5×10

,

−200

V.

gen atoms during the process of coating forming under
high pressure of nitrogen in the working chamber. Thus,
there is no nitride interlayer between the nanograins in
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why we can see two peaks on the
the positron beam energy is

It means that new channels for positron annihilation appear.

After annealing, defects are well seen on the in-

terphase boundary, and these defects attract positrons
with much higher eciency or much higher velocity. New
quasi-amorphous nitrides phases appear as a result. Particle induced X-ray emission-µ (PIXE-µ) analysis conrms these results and shows that oxide lm is forming on the surface, due to it

S -parameter

grows, and

inside the coating redistribution of elements can be observed. It means that our theory about ending the process of spinodal segregation and new phases forming on
the nanograins boundaries is correct (more details are
given in [79]).

◦

During annealing up to the temperature 600 C (900 K)
grains growth is obviously the most important mechanism of structure relaxation. Nitrogen segregation on the
grains interfaces decelerates nanocrystal growing.

For

the samples series #504 an average size of nanograins
is
to

55 ÷ 58
67 ÷ 70

nm, but after thermal annealing it goes up
nm (according to the XRD analysis data us-

ing the DebyeScherrer method).
of positrons is

L+ ≈ 100

nanograins size.

The diusion length

nm, it is much higher than

According to common theoretical and

experimental works, nanopores are usually distributed on
the cross-sections of three and more interphases, positron
lifetime components intensity relations have to decrease

in conducting these experiments.
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